A mouse pluripotent embryonal stem cell line stage-specifically regulates expression of homeo-box containing DNA sequences during differentiation in vitro.
Mouse embryonal stem (ES) cells have been shown to provide a new model system suitable for the analysis of different aspects of murine development. This report gives evidence that ES cell lines are also most useful for the study of developmentally regulated gene expression in vitro. Homeo-box containing genes which are suggested to play a key role in the regulation of differentiation steps occurring during embryogenesis are stage-specifically transcribed in differentiating murine ES cells: (i) A mouse embryonal stem cell line (ES-12957) was isolated and characterized with respect to its differentiation potential. When injected subcutaneously into syngeneic mice, ES-12957 cells formed fully differentiated teratomas representing derivatives of all three germ layers. When allowed to grow in suspension cultures in vitro, the cells followed a reproducible developmental pathway forming complex organized 'embryoid bodies' which resembled mouse early postimplantation embryos. (ii) A mouse DNA sequence with homeo-box homology (MH-121) was isolated and structurally analyzed. Transcription of a 1.7 kb RNA species from this DNA sequence was demonstrated in ES-12957 cells which were differentiated in vitro. A second, previously described homeo-box gene (Mo-10) was also shown to be expressed in ES-12957 cells in a stage-specific manner. A 4-kb transcript could be identified exclusively in RNA of cells which were allowed to differentiate for 9 days. These findings support the suggestion that the homeo-box genes of mammals, like those of Drosophila, may have important functions during embryonic development.